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        It’s time for a platform designed around you.
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          Tax year end deadlines 


        
        
          

            We’re almost at tax year end! Visit our hub to make sure you’re familiar with our key dates and cut off times.
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            Rethinking Retirement


          
        
      
        
          Reassess and find the right solutions for you and your clients


        
        
          

            A new phase of retirement planning is on the horizon. That’s why we’ve pooled together the resources from our teams at Wealthtime and Copia, and experts from across the industry.
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            Data integration


          
        
      
        
          FINIO data hub


        
        
          

            Did you know we’ve partnered with Sprint Enterprise to give you access to the FINIO data hub? It connects investment platforms with software providers – providing you with better-quality data and reducing manual inputs. To find out how to set up your feed into your back-office provider, visit our webpage. 
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            Wealthtime Select Platform Enhancement


          
        
      
        
          New: ‘Buy into model’ buttons


        
        
          

            We’ve added a brand new feature! It’s a quicker and easier way to invest money into a client’s model, or current investment strategy, without the need to perform a full rebalance.
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            Wealthtime Platform enhancement


          
        
      
        
          Notifications Centre


        
        
          

            Our new Notification Centre has gone live in Adviser Zone. It has replaced the Status Updates section and will now be your one-stop shop for the latest updates on client cases and submissions.
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            Wealthtime Platform enhancement


          
        
      
        
          Online verification check


        
        
          

            We are introducing new online verification functionality to the Wealthtime Platform to cut the time it takes to complete data protection checks when calling us. The new functionality is available now. It improves on our current process by making things significantly more efficient, whilst maintaining the same high standards of security.
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          We’re using innovative solutions and AI to take our platform to the next level. 


        
        
        
          

            Welcome to Wealthtime
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            New possibilities


          
        
      
        
          We believe in keeping pricing simple. You won’t find any hidden fees. 
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                        Welcome to the next generation adviser platform business. Here at Wealthtime, you’ll find a smarter technology experience that places you at the core of everything we do.

Following years of hard work and continuous development across two separate platform products, we’ve built a group that’s able to combine top tier technology with a people-centric service. This combination means you can choose which of our two platforms – Wealthtime or Wealthtime Select – best suits you and your clients’ needs. Regardless of which platform you go for, you can take advantage of a service that not only gets the day-to-day essentials right first time, but is also constantly evolving and adapting to change.

We’re always striving to add value and create great outcomes for investors. And as two of the last remaining independent platforms, we’re able to align to your business needs – there’s no direct-to consumer arm or team of advisers competing with you for the same clients.
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                    One group, two platforms


                
                
                    

                        Wealthtime offers two separate and distinct solutions to satisfy client needs; Wealthtime and Wealthtime Select. Bringing both businesses together under one group name unifies and builds on the strongest aspects of both platforms.

A single group vision allows us to present a seamless and consistent user experience with the best proposition and outcomes for you and your clients.
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                        We can provide you with a comprehensive investment wrap service regardless of which platform you choose. You’ll find everything you’d expect from an advisory platform plus market leading technology and service.
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                    SIPP, ISA, JISA, GIA and Offshore Bond
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                    Full suite of portfolio management tools                
                


            
            
                
                    
                    CGT calculator, intelligent rebalancing, family linking and more…
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                    All the retirement services you need                
                


            
            
                
                    
                    Drip-Feed Drawdown, flexible payment dates and Guaranteed Income options
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                    Extensive range of investment options                
                


            
            
                
                    
                    Shares, Funds, ETFs, Structured Products, DFMs, Smoothed With Profits, Gilts, Bonds, Investment trusts and more

                
                

            
            
        


    


                
            


            


                
            
        

        
    







    

        

            
                
                                     
                    Service that truly supports


                
                
                    

                        We want our users to take centre stage. From day one, you’ll get a service that’s designed around you. You’ll know your clients’ investments are protected and you can focus on achieving their desired outcomes. We offer a bespoke and tailored service, named points of contact and full platform training delivered by a dedicated team.

We believe in providing a highly personal service. And part of that is making sure our platforms and technology work to support you and your business now, as well as offer the flexibility required to meet your future needs. We made it our mission from the outset to develop a market-leading, legacy-free platform that makes administration processes easier. All to help you and your business remain productive and efficient, while giving you more time to spend with your clients.
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                    What our technology approach means for you


                
                
                    

                        We know advisers are struggling to create more capacity in their business due to the lack of integration across technology solutions. That’s why we’ve transformed our approach to technology so you benefit from a well-integrated ecosystem and better external data integration. Our combination of GBST, microservices and proprietary technology enables us to continually improve our tools and services. Allowing us to anticipate and rapidly respond to our users’ evolving needs.
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              I’ve worked in the financial industry for 12 years and dealt with a wide range of financial firms. I have always found Wealthtime to have fantastic service and functionality. 
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              You have everything I require from a platform and great service. You also provide great value for money for me and my clients.


            


          
                  
                        
            

              Wealth management firm

              
            


          
                    
        
      


      
    
      
      

        
          
            

              The best provider we have ever dealt with.  Easy to contact.  Requests dealt with in a timely manner.
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              We rarely have any issues and when we do, they are addressed quickly and effectively
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              Wealthtime Select has always provided helpful support in using the platform at all times…The level of support has been consistently of the highest standard.
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              North West of England
            


          
                    
        
      


      
    
      
      

        
          
            

              The proposition is great and the future looks good too. 
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              The customer service is outstanding and help is always at hand which is invaluable this day and age
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              So far, I cannot fault the service received… their customer/adviser service has been excellent so far. 
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              We can always relay on Wealthtime Select’s common sense approach.
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              The platform is user friendly, and always being developed to make it even better… they are a very important part of our client offering.
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              Good platform, easy to use and a great team of staff who are always willing to help when needed
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              Almost everything done digitally and quickly with an automated system. If Client Services are needed, it’s a one stop team and low wait time on phone. Quickly speak to someone and no passing around 
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                    Leadership Team


                
                
                    

                        Our Leadership Team reports to our company board and is responsible for all day to day matters of the business. With combined experience of over 175 years and a commitment to excellence, our company culture and adviser experience are in excellent hands. Together they have led the way on the two Wealthtime propositions to ensure our key principle of Pursuing Potential Together is ingrained at every level of the business.
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                    Call our team today

        
        
            

                Whether you're looking to start using our service, or simply have a question for us, we're just a phone call or email away. Lines are open 9am to 5pm Monday to Friday. To help us improve our service, we may record or monitor calls.
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                        For Wealthtime platform queries, call

0345 680 8000

For Wealthtime Select platform queries, call

01725 512 925
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  We are using cookies to give you the best experience on our website.

You can find out more about which cookies we are using or switch them off in settings.
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